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Abstract 

The 1 awreucc l.ivermore National Laboratory (I.I.NI.) has been a pioneer in the field of x-ray diagnostic calibration for more than 20 years. We 
have (null steady state v r a v sources capable of supplying fluorescent lines of high spectral purity in the 100-eV u» 100-keV energy range, and these 
sources have been used in the calibration of x-ray detectors mirrors, crystals, fillers, and film, This paper discusses our calibration philosophy and 
techniques, and describes sunie of our v r a v sources. Examples of actual calibration data are presented as well. 

Introduction 

1 he importance ot \ r.n diagnostics in so many areas of physics research led researchers at I.I.NI. to assemble one til Ihe most sophislicatod, 
tn 11 v equipped x rav calibration facilities in the country. The I.I.NI. \ Ray Calibration and Standards laboratory 1 is one of onlv a few such facilities 
in the world that can routinely perform x-rav calibrations throughtuii the Hltl-eV to Ulfl-keV energy range. 

lodav's calibration laboratory is an outgrowth of a single x-ray facilit> that was built in the early I9n0s in support of the I.I.NI. nuclear weapons 
program. In liie e.uh stages of this program, weapons diagnosis was limited mostly to the measurement of prompt gamma and neutron emissions. 
tint as the diagnostic value of x-rav measuiemenls came to be recognized, we developed more complex v rav detectors and diagnostic systems. 
I ikeuist , iin- \ rav calibration facilities also grew in sophistication and in number to our present 12 facilities, each of which is designed lo perform 
fUMKiilar (unctions in pailicular energy ranges. 

Although our pruuan mission is so | | to support the weapons program, we also support the I.I.NI laser and magnetic fusion energy programs. 
fhis support imolves deleiloi and diagnostic systems calibration, along with x-ray measurements of filter and blast shield thicknesses 

Calibration philosophy 

Hie basic phili sophv at I.I.NI. for the absolule calibration of detectors and diagnostic systems originaled in the mid l%0s, when liberl, f..1 oes. 
and 1 vipel! developed the 1 ahoratorys first x ray calibration facility' We knew from the start thai an x-ray source of known intensity and spectral 
puril* nuulii l u i i ' In Iv developed, since for absolute calibration it is necessary to determine the detector output as a function of incident x-ray en
ergy I he ideal calibration source would thus he a tuneable, monoenorgelii x-ray source with enough inlensilv lo produce an easily measurable 
oinpui signal (rom the instrument being calibrated. 

Sikh a source IAU be approximated with a combination of fluorescent radiation sources ,-\m\ absorption edge (liters. We decided to determine the 
absolute inleiisiiy of the source by means of counting techniques. This was done using a detector of known efficiency and a source geometry where 
the x rai mti'iisiiv decreased )n inverse propiution to ihe square of the distance over the region of interest. This arrangement allowed us to cali 
brate the field detecior near enough (e.g., 20-30 cm) to the x-ray source lo get a readable signal, and vet place Ihe monitor detector sonv.'what fur
ther aw,iv (e g., 200 cm). The monitor detector could thus operate in a couniing mode and still measure the absolute v r a v flux at Ihe lo.ation of the 
held detector 

Under these conditions the effective x-ray source diameter has to be made smaller than the diameter oi the cnllimation in Ihe w a y Ixv.m line of 
sigh; ll-'i.nim1 J) The inomtor dehvlnr (not shown in ihi' figure) views the emire source and thus measures tin- lnn-nsity in the umbra of the x-ray 

I'igure I I.I.NI. calibration geometry. The detector lo be 
calibrated (i.e., the field detecior) is normally placed be
tween 20-30 cm from the fluorescer tareel. and the monit-ar 
detector (not shown here) is roughly 200 cm away. The flu
orescein beam umbra is of uniform intensity 
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beam. Eithpr the field detector must intercept all of ihe x-rays coming through the defining collimator, or it rmist be collimaied in such a way lhat 
the collimator is within the umbra of the x-ray beam. When eilher of these •-ondilicns is satisfied, ihe x-ray flux measured by the monitor detector 
can be correlated with the x-ray flux incident on the field detector. 

Assuming a monoenergetic x-ray beam, the sensitivity of ihe detector can be calculated tor a particular energy using the rotation 

S = ( l f A 2 T r f ) / { N A , F:r;) C/keV (l l 

where 

1 = current in A. 
{ - efficiency of monitor deteclo-, 
A; = area of collimator on monitor detector. 
T = difference in x-ray beam transmission lo the two detectors, 
r, = distance to the defining beam on the field detector, 
N = counts per second at the monitor detector, 
A, = area of the defining beam on the field detector, 
I: = energy of (monoonorgttic) fluorescent x-rays, 
r ; = distance to the collimator on the monitor detector. 

In theory, reiterated use of this equation will yield a calibration curve showing the absolute detector response as r. function ot v r av energ\ at 
several energy points. In actual fa :. however, the \-ray sources are not truly monoeiiorgelic, so lhat Equation (P gives only ,w approximate sonsi 
livity value. A determina ; ion of the true sensitivity needs to account for the actual \-ray spectrum associated with each fluoresunt energy source, 
nd this involves js ing either a Si(Li) or imrinsic germanium di-tect.ir lo measure the actual spectra from the various fluorescent x-ray sources afler 

they have been filtered. This information is then coded for use in a computet program which is capable of both analyzing the data and correcting 
Equation (1) for the efft-c! oi the specia l contaminants. i"or most of our detectors, these eorreclions amoiini to onl\ a lew pet cent 

X-ray sources 

Although we presently have )2 w a y facilities in the Calibration and Standards laboratory, we shall only describe "" ot them in this pap.-r These 
are the most heavily used facilities, designed lo calibrate detectors in .he energy range of 10') eV !i> 100-kcV They all emptov fluorescent r.idi.v'on 
sources and absorption filte.s. and a geometry that is similar to Ihe one described in Figure 1 

Tho age of ihe facilities is inversely related to ihe energy range, with the oldest covering the highest energy range and the newest covering the 
lowest. The complexity ot each facility also increases with decreasing x-ray energy. This is due partly t'i ihe fact that low energy x r.ivs are easily 
attenuated It is difficult, moreover, lo produce intense mnnoenergotic sources of 'hese x-rays. 

Fhotogtaphs ot ihe three lacilities f» he described are shown in Figures 2-4. 

High-enemy facility 

The first and oldest facility to be described is shown in Figure 2. Using primary x-rays from a radiographic x ray tube, Ihis lacililv excites fhior"s 
cent radiation in the range of 8-100 ki V from thin metal, e'liptically shaped targets. The targets are placed at 4 r,-deg angles with respect to the pn 
niary and the fluorescent x rav beam line of sight (see l ;ig\ire 1). 

The elliptical shape of the fluorescent sources makes them appear circular when viewed through the line of sight. 'I heir apparent diameter ol 
1.27 cm is smaller than the collimalion in the line of sight, which allows for th? correlation of the monitor and field detector fluxes ;thi*- is dis 
a i s l ed above, und- r the heading "Calibration philosophy"). 

The .rvtal fluoresces are viewed from ihe side opposite the incident primary oeam. Such a source laigei geornett. i.. . ..lake the beam more 
monoenergetic by providing some filtration and reducing the scattered primary beam. Further filliation L- .uhirved H passing :he beam through 
absorption edge filters as it exits tho shielded enclosure housing Ihe radiographu w a y tube. The resulting x-ray h, .m. lias .ibout "V.i of its photons 
in the Ka peaks ami the remaining S'V in Ihe rest ot the spectrum (i.e., the beam h^s a spectral puntv oi ^V1..) 

A typical spectrum from this facility i-, snown in Figure 5: the fluoresces, fillers, and available energies are listed in !able t Also shown m this 
table is the typical x-ray intensity at the normal experimental location about 20 cm from the s o u r c . The monitor detector for determining the inten
sity is a 2 54-cm-thick bv 2.54 i.n-diameter sodium iodide detector attached to the end of a 1.3-m Song evacuated pipe with thin mylar windows It 
; s collimatod with a 0.07714-cm diameter pinhole located aixiul 200 cm from the source. Ttu detectors lo he calibrated are inserted in the path of 
the x-ray beam at a location about 20 cm from th- source, between the front c{ the vacuum pipe and the shielded enclosure. 

Low-energy facility 

The second faci , :ty lo be described covers ihe energy range of 1.5 loK-keV (Reference 3). It utilizes .in electron beam generated bv an I.I.NI. eiec-
:ion gun to excite one of nine available water-tooled targels. 4 

This facility is shown in Figure 3. ll produces an x-ray beam of fluorescent radiation as well as some bremsstrafilling when electrons from the 
t_un sirike the target. The linear x-ray target geometry was designed to reduce bremsst ranking, si.ice, as can be seen in Figure 6, x-rays are ob
served in the rearward direction, and bremsstrahlung is preferentially produced in a forward direction. 
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' 2 Thr liipli onerivv \-r .w facililv, >;ho\\'in£ thi' shii'Mi-il vnilnsuR 

Oip |wr 
SL'lt'niiim 
Mi.lvM»'iium 
Tin 
Pr.isi'CKlyniuiTi 
Dysririisium 
Hafnium 
Platinum 
1-MJ 
Uranium 

\ u k u l 
Selenium 
Ninhiuni 
Silver 
Lanthanum 
Samarium 
Erbium 
Tantalum 
Platinum 
Thorium 

T.iWi- 1. H i s h - t m v s y NK.lv liirilm-

Kft Eneri;v hit 
( k e V ) " _ 
S.047 

11.221 

25.270 
.16.023 
45.985 

61.820 
-4.157 
98.128 

• at l \ n . 

126 
,109 
2.11 
1.60 

Speitral Purity 

0.9J 
0.89 
0,91 
0.96 
0.96 
0.98 
0.98 
0.98 
0.98 
P.97 

' The uniuir detector location ii. ahout 20 cm (mm Iho target 
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Figure 3. The lnw-e.;ergv w a y facility. 

Onl\ tho^e w a v s w h u h pass hack through lho electron gun are used. Tin- \ rays from each particular target an- tillered h\ a selected absorption 
edge f'lter which lor muni targets gives a roughly 93% spectrally pure w a v beam. I wo targets giving an SH'V pure beam are used to produce 
I.-shell characteristic \ rays while the other, higher purity targets produce K-sl.oll w a y s . 

Since this facility produces x-rays which are easily attenuated bv air, the x-rav beam is confined to a vadium system. I his system consists of a 
detector calibration chamber, a spectrometer chamber, and a monitor detector. The monitor, which is loi.Hed at the end of a long line-of-sight pipe 
8 m from the source, is a window-loss lithium -drifted silicon detector 3-mm-thick and 10 m n r in area. It has been lollimated bv a 0.02366-cm -
diameter collimator. 

Table 2 lists the various Sargets and energies available for this facility, as well as the filters used for cleaning up the spectra. Also listed are the 
typical w a y intensities at the normal experimental location of about 60 cm. 

Ion-accelerator subki lovol t facility Honac) 

The last facility to be described, one that is designed t"< provide absolute calibrations in the 109- to 932-oV w a y energy range, 1 is shown in 
r'igure 4. This facility utilize-: protons to excite fluorescent x-rays from various selectable targets. The advantage of this technique is that the mass of 
the proton is much larger than that of an electron and therefore the bromsstrahlung production is greatly reduced. The source of the protons is an 
ior. accelerator capable ot providing a 2-mA beam current on the target at 300 kV. Normal operating parameters, however, are now limited by the 
target cooling capacity to 250 kV with a 0.5- to 1.0-mA beam current 

The x-ray beam from the various selectable targets can be observed at two locations, each at a 45-deg angle with respect to the target. Depending 
on the target malerial, this beam is then filtered by either a thin beryllium, thin carbon, or thin boron foil. The primary purpose of the foil is to 
stop the backscattered protons and neutral particles which are produced when protons strike lb ' target. In some cases (e.g., for the beryllium, bo
ron, and carbon targets), these foils can also help to clean up the spectra by selectively attenuating any low and high energy contamination relative 
to the fluorescent peaks. 

The monitor detector for determining the x-ray intensity is a gas flow proportional counter, h is coHimated by a 0.0256-cm-diameter pinhole lo
cated in the detector calibrai.cn chamber about 112 cm from the x-ray source (see Figure 6). A spectrometer chambei for calibrating crystals and 
mirrors is available for measuring the spectral purity of the x-ray beam. A windowless Si(Li) detector is alio available for spectral examinations. 
Table 3 lists the targets and their average energies, the fluoresces, filters, and the beam intensities that are routinely available for this facility. 
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figure 5. A typic.il spectrum for a copper fluorescer, seen through a nickel filter at the high-energy facility. 
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Tabic 2. Low Energy X-Ray Facility 

Kft Energy Intensity at Experiment 4 

Fluoresces Filter (keV) (x-rays/cnr s) Spectral Purity 

Aluminum Aluminum 1.487 1.49 x 10" 0.05 
Zirconium Yttrium 2.0421, I..1.1 x 10 s 0.87 
Silver Rhodium 2.9841' 2.54 x 10" (1.89 
Scandium Antimony 4.090 1.49 « 10' 11.94 
Vanadium Titanium 4.952 1.03 - 10" 0 9 8 
Manganese Chromium 5.898 e.98 . Ill" 0.97 
Cobalt Iron 6.930 8.01 • Hi' 0.98 
Copper Nickel 8.047 I 7.1 * I f 0.9(1 

' 1 he experimental localion is about 65 cm Irom the target. 
''1.(1 energy 

Table .1. Ion Accelerator Subldlovoll \ Knv lactlitv'1 

Energy 1 ' 
Hm-resier Filter (eVl 

Inlenxitv at Experim cut' 
(x ravsAnv si 

9.1K1 . 10" 
I..15 . HI" 
878 . 10" 
1.00 • HI" 
1.57 . 10" 
V71 • 10" 

Beryllium Beryllium HI1) 
Boron Boron 183 
Carbon Carbon 277 
Vamufium Beryllium 510 
Omvrmim Beryllium 57.1 
Iron Beryllium 704 
t o p p e r Beryllium '>2H 8 1" • 10" 

' flu' spectral purity ha- eeen measured to be greater than 0 98 when all the l luon's tem line-, .in' mchuli-i) 
; T!ie \ rays trorn beryllium boron, and carbon are K-shell v r a v s while Ihe rest are 1 shell \ -rav-. 

i V experimental lo. .r.ion is aboul lJ0 cm from the targe'.. 

Spectral measu remcn t s 

As was mentioned earlier, the ider' \-r.iy soin;e for ralibration purpose's would be an intense inoiuienergeiu s o o n e with variable energy and a 
high itv.ensitv output. Untortunatelv, sources with these characteristics do not abound. One must thcretore approximate this ideal as iloscly as pos 
sibie. and then accurately measure the resulting spectra By noting the discrepance between the two spectra, measured and ideal, one is Mile to M-
count for me spectra! a m I a minants. 

t'or measuring spearal purity in the S- lo 10(1-keV range we have used an intrinsic germanium detector -•.hose etticiencv has been determined bv 
xon-ipanson lo a sodium iodide detector This efficiency compares very well with what can be ea)cu).iled when all tin- allrmj.iljng materials between 
the germanium rrvstai and the source are taken into account. Detector effects such as escape peaks and I ompton sialieriiig must ,ikn be mnsid 
ered even though ihrv are not usually very large. The resulls are then stored in a computer file and used to lorrect the calibration data for the el 
lects ol spectral eoniaminaiion in ihis energy range. 

The windowles> Si(Li) monitor detector .it Ihe low energy (1.3- to 8-keV) facility is also used lo examine the spectral purity an ima ted with eath 
energy point. In calrulating this detector's efficiency, we have taken into account Ihe thin gold layer over ihe irvstal as well as ihe si limn dead 
laver. These calculations have been ron firmed by measurements at a few energy points. Again, effects .lue to the del 
peaks, Complon scattering, etc., are considered when evaluating the spectra. As with the 8- to 100-keV spectra. Ihe s 
energy range is also stored in a computer tile and used lo correct for spectra which are not truly monoe'-., rgetn hi a 
irvslal spectrometer ian be used lo examine the spectra in much greater detail if necessary. 

The spectra from the 10')- lo 932-eV facility are fairly pure if we treat all the fluorescent lines from e<uh target as one energy peak. lor most cali
bration purposes, this is usually a fair assumption. U a more detailed knowledge of the spectra is desired it c m be .blamed from a crysi.iJ spec 
tromeler, which is an integral part of th" system. 

Since the spectra for this ultra-tow-energy facility are very pure, we are not now making any spectral cnrrei turns In addition to the crystal spec-
Jrometer. a high resolution windovless Si(ki) detector is attached to the system and can be used to examine the spectra of the targets down to and 
including carbon. 

Absolute intensi ty measurement s 

The key to making absolute calibrations is in determining the absolute intensity of the x-ray beam striking the instrument to he calibrated. We 
believe that the easiest way to do this is lo actually count all the photons striking the device being calibrated, and then to use the measured spec
tral distribution in determining the number of photons al each energy. Such a procedure reo'jivcj a monitor detector of known efficiency, preferably 
a detector that is lOO^b efficient for all \-rays observed. 

As described previously, for the 8- lo 100-keV facility, a 2.54-cm-thick by 2.54-cm-diameler Na(l) deteclor counts the individual photons in the 
x-ray beam. This detector is 100% efficient for the x-rays of interest (i.e., it absorbs all incident x-ravs), and needs only to be corrected for the ef
fects of ihe 0.0127-cm-thick beryllium and the O.flOOl-em-thick aluminum enlrance window. The escape peak is not a problem since it gets counted 
along with all the other x-rays in the spectrum. 

or itself su 
•tr.i nhiami 

ih as 
•d loi 

escap. 
r this |, nee r 

ilion lo the •Sl(l. I) cletiu tor. a 
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A 3-mm-thick windowle 1 l.i) detector monitors the x-ray beam on the 1.5- to 8-keV facility. In the range of interest this detector is also 100% 
efficient, and the only necessary corrections are for the 150-A gold layer on the crystal and the 100-A silicon dead layer Since we are counting all 
the x-rays in the beam the escape peak presents no problems. 

The beam monitor on the ion accelerator subkilovoll facility is not 100% efficient for all x-ray energies. Since the x-ray beam is so nearly 
monoenergetic, however, we do not make spectral corrections for this facility. All we have to know is the efficiency of the detector at the energy of 
interest in order to count the number of photons in 'ho x-ray beam. The monitor for this facility is a 2,54-cnvdiameler gas flow proportional detet 
tor that is collimated with a 0.0253-crn-diameter pinhole. The gas (96% helium, -1% isobutane) is maintained at a pressure of ?60 lorr. We have mea
sured the efficiency of this gas compared to p-10 gas for comparison with a calculated value. Agreement is quite good when the measured trnn? 
mission of the 10 000-A-thick polyethylene u m d o w is taken into account. 

Calibration techniques 

The techniques used in lalibratmg various detectors and diagnostic systems may vary to some degree but in general follow (he same pattern Ob 
taining reliable and repeatable results usually requires a facility operator who is knowledgeable, experienced, and very caielul in setting up and 
conducting the calibration. Tin- lollowmg paragraphs describe a typical sequence of events in the calibration process 

Before, the ailnal i.ilinr.iiion t.n*. hi- done the x rav source must be energized and allowed to stabilise. Fur ihe x :av energy desired, the proper 
target and filter are >elei*ed. 1 he detector to he calibrated is now positioned with respect to the beam geometrv p v mean-, ol a remoteh controlled 
mechanical positioner Pos ;tioning the detector in the x-rav beam must be done with some care and the various i*eomelni parameters must he HUM 
sured amiratelv to injure ih n the geomelr\ londitions described earlier (under "Calibration philosophy ") are s.uished 

Alter allowing a short lime »>• the detector to stabilize, its dark current i* measured The shutter on the x rav soune is then opened and the sig 
nal from the detector is measured (again, it is necessary to wail a short time for the equipment to stabilize) Ihe delectoi is now moved out of the 
\ ray beam so thai ihe beam intensity can he measured by the monitor detector and recorded on a multichannel analyzer or other appiopriale elei 
t ronus I'his prou 'dtne is then repeated for r . j .h additional energy point. 

In most cases the deteitor ouipui is very small, ranging in magnitude from 0.1 nA to 11.1 fA. These signals are measured with a iarefiill\ vah 
bra-ted elet'.romi'ter (in our I . N a Keuhlvy model 617 programmable electrometer) that is controlled by a small computer 

Mosi di-tL'i NITS require some sort of bias voltage m order to operate properly K>r normal detector applualiens this ma\ be several kilovolts in 
magnitude However a bias voltage of only about SO \" is usually adequate during calibration, since our x rav iniensitv levels , i r e so lov. mmpared 
to the x rav flux thai ihe dele«t. i is inlendvd to measure. 

We lypuallv use dry cell balleries enclosed in metal boxes and insulated with slvrofoam to provide a quiet stable bias supply. HNi. or other 
types ol e ld ironic lonneelors link this bias supply to the detector and recording elec'.ronics We luvv even developed a variable hitle/v bia- supply 
u h u h can prov ide positive or negative bias voltages from a few V to about 800 V. This supply uses a series ot dry cell batteries yet v ! l provides a 
low noise, low leakage current stable bias voltage. 

I ow noise u b l e s are used wherever possible to minimize electronic noise in the system In most cases adequate noise reduction rvquuvs ;he use 
ot adapter connectors to irate with the field" type connectors on the detectors and the nNC connectors on ihe low noise tables 1 lie i ahles need 
not nece>sanlv be 50 ohm since measurements are made in a steady stale mt\iv. 

lor calibrating solid state detectors such as IMS or surtace barrier detectors where the signal mav be a factor ot 10 to il'Od limes smaller than the 
electronic noise or .larl. viirrent," a beam chopper and a phase lock amplifier must be used rather than an electrometer (-or most optical apnlica 
lions, the onlv difference between an x-ray beam chopper and a light chopper is that the chopping wheel miM be opaque to x-rays. 1-or our 
H- to 100-keV facihtv the beam ihopper is fairlv massive. The chopping wheel is made of ll.fi.lVcm-thick tantalum. It is turned by a 3601) rpm syn
chronous motor to provide a 11100-Hz chopping frequency. 

lor the other two •- ray facilities described in this paper, the x-ray beam choppers are much smaller and lighter (the ihopping wheel for these 
low energv range facilities is built of O.I:".1* cm thick tool steel). Roth ihe large tantalum and small tool suvl beam choppers are used in a vacuum 
environment and powered by special water-cooled motors which turn at 6000 rpm. The x rav beam v hopper tor the M to 100-keV facility and one 
of the smaller x-rav beam choppers are shown in Figure 7. 

Calibration project activities 

During the last 20 years we have calibrated nearly every kind of x-ray detector in existence. We have measured the characteristics of many x-ray 
mirrors, scatlerers. diffraction crystals, and filter materials, and we have undertaken manv twsir studies involving the interaction of 
x-rays and matter.'* Some of the more common detectors thai wo calibrate on a fairly routine basis are: plastic scintillators niupled to phoiodiodes, 
photoelectric diode detectors, and surface-barrier and diffused-junction (PIN) solid-state detectors. 

The calibration curve (detector sensitivity vs. energy) for a S00-/i depletion depth surface-barrier detector is shown in figure 8. The solid curve is 
based on the calculated sensitivity while the points represent experimental data. For energv values above 0 fi keV, the agreement between calculated 
and experimental sensitivity values is quite good. The lower energy portion of the curve is governed primarily by Ihe aluminum entrance window 
tnickness of the detector (511 t ig/cm : ) , while the higher energv portion is influenced by the detector thickness itself (500 /J) . 

Figure 9 shows the response of a 2.54-cni-thick plastic scintillator (Pilot B) eoup'ed to a photadiode (FW114A1. This figure also shows ihe re
sponse of an aluminum cathode photoelectric diode detector. Since this detector was windowless, and since only the (wo lower energy calibration 
facilities provide the vacuum environment that such a detector requires for operation, it was calibrated only up to 8 keV. 



Figure 7. X-r.iy be.im choppers for thi' high- .And lou-i'ni'rgv Kuilitk-v 
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We believe thai our . alibrolion accuracy is nonn.illy within .iboul W% for most deleitors There arc somi' uises where it is worse and some 
where it i" bettor lo .. \ : i h e decree, accuracy is governed by the magnitude of the signal .mil Ihe stability ol the dork current. In on ongoing .it 
tempt to improve calibration .u turan, i\v h.ivt' participated in several eross-calibrohon projects, both notional ami iniern.ilional, wilh other 
la bora tones 

We have recently put together a collection ot lour detectors which can be used for comparing calibrations throughout the 100 eV to I0H keV en 
ergv range, the collection (shown in Eigure 10) contains a plastic fliior photodiod. detector and three different pliotoeleitric diode detectors (two n 
whi ih are wmdowless). It can be made available lo other laboralories by enac t i ng Ihe authors at l.l.Nl. 
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